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Acrylic Paint fast-drying paint. The advantage of acylic paint is that you don’t have to wait too long
to layer your paint but the disadvantage is that it can be hard to blend due to it drying within a matter or minutes.

Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acrylic Paint
Paint Brushes
A Palette or something to put paint on
An apron or clothes you don’t mind getting dirty
A cup of water
A Canvas or Paper
Optional: Palette knife

The Types of Acrylic Paints
Craft Paint

The cheapest acrylic paint with a variety of colors but tend to be low in pigment. One Con of craft
paint is that it can be difficult to mix with other craft colors
without getting a muddy color result.

Student Grade Paint

A big step up from craft paint with more pigment which
provides much more vibrant colors. They are also great when
mixing colors. They are affordable which can be the best option for a beginner.

Artist Quality Paint

More expensive, with pigment that provide very rich colors
and smoother consistency. Artist Quality paint has even a
wider range of colors and can make color mixing even easier
than student grade paint.

Heavy Body

Have a thicker butter-like consistency. Heavy body acrylics spread smoothly and retain brushstrokes,
but can be thinned down with a fluid medium.

Liquid

A lot more fluid-like and be used for paint pours or adding drip textures to your painting. Not as
vibrant in color and does not hold brush strokes.

Open

Open Acrylics are slow-drying paint with a slight softer consistency. They increase working time
which is great if you are needing more time to blend paint.
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Brushes
Filbert Brush

Uses: Blending, stroke with soft rounded edges
Great for painting: rose petals,

Round Pointed Brush

Uses: Thick to thin lines
Great for painting: lettering, stroke work

Flat Brush

Uses: Blending and creating sharp edges
Great for painting: Multiple Lines, hair and grass

Fan brush

Uses: Blending, texturing and softening
Great for painting : Grass and foliage

Angular Brush

Uses: To create sharp edges and tight shading
Great for painting: curved strokes

Glaze Brush

Uses: Create broad strokes, apply basecoat and glaze

Ways To Slow Down Drying-Time
With acrylics being a fast-drying medium,
adding extenders to your acrylic paints can help
slow down the drying allowing you more time
to work with your paint.
Paint extender drying times can vary, due to the
brand of paint, humidity and other
environmental factors.
Another way to slow down the drying time of
acrylic paint is too use a spray bottle filled with
water and frequently apply to your paint.
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Mediums
One of the best thing about acrylic paint is its versatility. Acrylic consistency can be altered with the use of
mediums. Mediums are premade mixtures that can be included in paint that not only lengthen drying time
but can also make the paint more fluid, thicker and more! Aside from retarders and extenders, there are even
more mediums available.

Gel Mediums: Gel mediums make acrylics thicker and add
more texture. This type of medium is great for impastos techniques which give the paint the ability to have a layered affect
and provide visible brush strokes.

Modeling Paste: Modeling past makes acrylics ultra-thick
and can be shaped into 3D textures.

Fluid Mediums: When this medium is added to acrylic paint it thins the paint making it more workable
and transparent. Fluid mediums are available in gloss(shiny)
and matte(flat) finishes.

Pouring Mediums: Pouring Mediums are specifically

made for paint-pours. This medium thins the paint while not
affecting the paints drying time or reducing the paint’s adhesion.
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Color Theory
So now that you have all the materials you need to begin painting in acrylic, you are almost ready to create
your beautiful works of art. However, in order to paint colorful eye-worthy art, you first need to know the basics of how colors relate to one another as well as how to mix colors that not only complement one another but
also how to avoid getting muddy dull colors( unless those are the type of colors you are going for).

The Color Wheel
The color wheel shows color relationship in a circular diagram and serves as an essential tool for color
mixing.
Colors on the color wheel can be mixed to
create all colors.

Primary Colors
The three colors that can not be mixed using
any color are the following:
• Red
• Yellow
• Blue

Secondary Colors
Secondary colors are mixes created from the
primary colors.
Secondary colors are the following:
• Orange
• Purple
• Green
Orange is a mix of red and yellow, purples is a mix or red and blue, and green is a mix of yellow and blue.

Tertiary colors
Tertiary colors are created from the mixes from a primary color and an adjacent secondary color.
Tertiary colors are the following:
• Yellow-Orange
• Red Orange
• Red-violet
• Blue-Violet
• Blue-Green
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Complementary Colors
Complementary colors are directly opposite of each other on the color wheel. When placed next to each
other in a painting they appear more intense than separately.
Complementary colors are red and green, purple and yellow, and orange and blue.
Complementary colors also mute one another which results in the creation of the color brown.

Time To Create!

Now that you know what type of materials you need to paint with acrylics, you are ready to create your own works of
art. I also want to say thank you and I wish you all the best in your painting endeavors.

Happy Painting!
For more tips and tricks on painting with acrylics, check out my tutorial page and
classes at shaydesignstudio.com and my Facebook group here.
Facebook: Shay Design Studio
Instagram: Shaysdesignstudio
Pinterest: Shay Design Studio
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